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WEEKLY RAVER NEWS
During Mistress Barbara’s insane

3 turntable techno extravaganza,
Elvis was caught on film amongst
the admirers.  Some speculation
has since started to be rumored that
Elvis’s next album will be an

Electronica endeavor with guest performers and DJs such as DJ
Sneak, Keoki, and the Crystal Method.  There was no comment from
the Crystal Method camp when questioned about the midnight visits to
their studios by the King.

ELVIS SPOTTED
at AUDIOTISTIC!

A 100  RAVER BOAT
TRIP IN THE BERMUDA
TRIANGLE ENDS IN
MYSTERY!

As many as a 100 ravers and DJs may
have dissapeared in the Bermuda Triangle.
This expectedly fun filled trip that was planned after the Winter Music
Conference in Miami has ended in mystery.  America’s ravers are
morning the loss of such favorite DJs as Nurse Martin, Michael
Thomas, and DJ Willard.  Search parties are still searching the seas.

BT to PRODUCE NSYNC!
BT was approached by Justin from

NSYNC to produce a track for their upcoming
album. After aesthetic debate and a brewing
friendship with the curly-headed heartthrob,
BT produced the title track off the CD.  Expect
another MONSTER hit from the boy band
and opening limitless doors for Brian, cata-

pulting him into the limelight as one of the world's best producers. We
here at WRN, can only hope BT won’t take up syncronized dancing for
his stage shows after this.
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Mysteriou<<There has been a great deal of rumor
flying around about you retiring.  I figure
with a your first solo 12” out on Frequency
8 Records, and a new CD being released,
people would get it....  So, let’s clear the
air on that note.>>
When I took my little break, I never announced
that I was retiring.  I said I was taking a year
long hiatus, and now I’m back fully rejuvenat-
ed in full effect!

<<Let’s talk a little about your new 12”
‘Light of 1000 Angels / Dancing Spirit’.
Where were your inspirations?  What was
going on in your head as you were produc-
ing?>>
Any music I create is symbolic of where I am
emotionally at that point in time in my life, and
the synths are the tools to express that.

<<Your CD, ‘Mysterium’, follows your joint
CD project with your colleague ‘Mars’.
How do you feel this time around was dif-

ferent?  Did you find that your
process was very different

working on your

own?>>
Yes, it is  more of a personal

creative outlet for me, as opposed
to having to compromise with another per-

son’s opinion and perspective.

<<Do you have any plans for production in
the future, or are you just planning a long
nap?>>
I’m currently working on producing several
tracks for the Frequency-8 record label in our
studio, and planning a trip to Europe this sum-
mer to work with top notch trance producers.

<<Frequency 8 and its signature sound
‘Cybertrance’ is huge in the west and on
the west coast.  For the rest of the world,
could we have a little background?>>
The sound that Frequency 8 produces was
inspired about 7 years ago by several trance
artists coming out of Germany and the U.K.,
whom at the time, were creating a sound that
was practically unheard of in America.  This
style of music was so mind blowing to me,

that I decided to contribute by dedicating my
life to spreading this sound in my community
by throwing events, D.J.-ing, producing music,
opening a record store solely dedicated to
trance music, and creating a record label
which is now distributed worldwide (all of
these things were done with my partner, and
good friend, Mars).

<<What kind of events can kids look for-
ward to in 2001?>>
We are currently working on finding new ven-
ues in the bay area.  We haven’t done a
Frequency 8 event in about a year now, but
when we do, it will have been well worth the
wait! 

<<Personally speaking, what was your
favorite or most memorable perform-
ance?>>
Most of my most memorable
moments have been
at the

Frequency
8 events, because I
feel like these events repre-
sent what I stand for and believe in
ethically, and spiritually.  I don’t find this type
of environment very often in the party scene,
but I have had a great time playing for promot-
ers over the years every where.  My welcome
back party from Skills this January was defi-
nitely an explosive one!

<<Do you have a favorite track?  A favorite
producer?>>
One of my favorite all time tracks is Binary
Finary 1998 ‹ Paul Van Dyke remix.  I don’t
care what anyone says, I will always love that
song (no matter how many times I played it).
My favorite producer is Paul Van Dyke ‹ I think
he is brilliant. 

<<How do you find inspiration?>>
In anything and everything ‹ beaches, nature



Mystrë
Frequency 8

s Ways.walks, sunshine, rain, fog, emotional ups and downs,
movies, support from friends, criticism from friends,
other artists and musicians, beautiful people, happi-
ness, depression, making love etc.   

<<How does that play into your philosophy
behind Frequency 8?>>
The philosophy behind Frequency 8 is very parallel to
the philosophy behind the Tao Te Ching.  Please read
this book If you are really interested in the message
F-8 is trying to convey.  We are aimed at spreading
consciousness through music, living in truth, and
being real. 

<<How do you feel about the increasing role
of drugs in the party scene?>>
I do not support the use of synthetic drugs,
but then again we are involved in a party,
and music scene, and there will be
some form of drugs in almost every
music scene out there in this day

and age.  To each his own.
Different people need

different things
at different

times

in
their lives.

As long as
people are using

them in a way which is
contributing to personal evolu-
tion and growth I don’t mind.  If
people are using them in an abu-
sive or self destructive way, I do not
support it.  
I don’t do, and have never done synthet-
ic drugs in my life, so what can I say?

<<How do you feel about the increasing
size of the party scene?>>
I am very pleased with the increasing size of the
scene.  I want this music to go mainstream.  My
intention is to make music for everyone ‹ not just the
underground electronic music scene.  What the
music does for me, I want it to do for anyone that
desires emotional healing (psycho acoustic therapy).

<<Where do you think we are headed?>>
To an enlightened state.



In response to the U.S. government's attack
on the rave scene and the "crack house" pros-
ecutions in New Orleans, the Electronic Music
Defense and Education Fund (EM:DEF) has
been established.  EM:DEF is a volunteer group
of music industry professionals and social
activists, working closely with the ACLU.  The
group will assist innocent professionals in the
electronic dance music scene who may be tar-
geted in the current war on "club drugs."  They
will also act as an industry spokes-agency pro-
viding information and resources to counteract
the current government media campaign por-
traying the scene as nothing more than a
"haven for drug use."  Currently all  efforts are
focused on helping New Orleans promoter
"Disco" Donnie Estopinal and State Palace
managers Robert and Brian Brunet.

On March 12th, just two weeks after it's cre-
ation EM:DEF held a question and answer
forum at this years Winter Music Conference to
explain the latest details of the case, it's impor-
tance to the whole scene, and how EM:DEF
planned to fight it.  Speaking at the forum were
Graham Boyd (ACLU), Donnie (FB Society - pro-
moter), Robert Brunet (State
Palace Theater - man-
ager) along with
E M : D E F
organ-
izers

S u s a n
M a i n z e r
(Green Galactic -
publicist) and William
Patterson (fundraising).  Organized in
less than a week, the session was attended by
reporters from Time and Newsweek; two weeks
later both magazines ran stories about the gov-
ernment's prosecution of raves as "crack hous-
es".

New details, that previously couldn't be
released when FREEBASS first covered this
story, were also explained.

The second week in March the defendants
appeared in court where they were expected to
accept a plea-bargain arraignment; Donnie
would serve one year in prison, the Brunets two
years.  Instead the defendant's lawyers filed a
31 page motion to dismiss, on grounds that the
charges violated the First Amendment's guar-
antee of Free Speech, violated Due Process,

and were un-Constitutionally vague and over-
broad.  U.S. District Attorney Eddie Jordan was
visibly outraged at the defendants. He had
assumed they would plead guilty - he would
have won the case - and he could take credit for
masterminding a precedent to be used against
promoters across the country.

Instead of being able to claim victory, and
since he was unprepared to go to trial, he had
no choice but to ask the judge to withdraw the
indictments.  But the case is not over.  Eddie
Jordan immediately reconvened another grand
jury and the DEA has reopened the investiga-
tion.  According to sources, Jordan not only
plans on re-indicting Estopinal and the Brunets
under the "crack house" statute, but is adding
"Continuing Criminal Enterprise" charges.

If convicted of operating a "Continuing
Criminal Enterprise" the penalty is 20 YEARS
TO LIFE  mandatory.

It requires an enormous amount of money to
fight a case like this against the virtually unlim-
ited resources that the federal government has.
Legal costs have already exceeded $140,000
and are expected to reach $200,000 by the end

of the month.  Should the case
go all the way to trial

the defendants
will need

another

$ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
Donnie may be a

successful promoter, but
contrary to popular belief, promoters

don't make THAT much!
EM:DEF is currently raising money to assist

in paying the legal costs of this case.  Three
men guilty of nothing but providing entertain-
ment and a place for club goers to dance, may
spend the rest of their lives in prison.  Please
visit EM:DEF's website www.emdef.org to find
out the latest on this case and what you can do
to help.  The website also has many of the actu-
al court papers so you can read for yourself
how "chemical light sticks, bottled water, and
pacifiers" are used as probable cause in a
search warrant.

EM:DEF donation information can be found at:
http://www.emdef.org/

Raves kil led by Crack?
the updade by Gary B.





Very few DJs, indeed, can claim to
have been voted ‘most likely to be
the most successful DJ in the
world’.  Fewer still get that distinc-
tion from a magazine like Mixmag!
With a thriving club, Hedonism,
running strong for almost a decade
in San Diego, a monthly resident at
Sundissential UK, a CD on ICU
and a second CD due out soon,
and a hit record on Tidy Trax; “I
am in Control”, San Diego Hard
House pioneer, Jon Bishop, cer-
tainly sound like he’s well on his
way to proving them right!  I gave
Jon a call to find a little about what
it’s like to be transatlantic super-
star…

Let’s talk about your new single,
“I am in Control” How is it being
accepted in the UK?  Do you
think being an American gives
you an added mystique over
there?
The single is doing very well in the
U.K. It got single of the month in
Wax magazine, top 10 in a lot of DJ
charts. Fergie highlighted on his
show awhile back on Radio 1.I
think the Brits enjoy an American
coming over and putting down a
good set. I’m sort of a novelty over
there you could say!

What would you
say sets apart the
crowd at
Hedonism com-
pared to
Sundissential?
Do you find your
sets to be any dif-
ferent at the two
clubs?
The crowds at
Hedonism and
Sundissential are
very similar in ener-
gy and both have a
really “up” vibe.
The main thing that
sets them apart is
the age. Hedonism
is a bit older set
than Sundissential. I play a bit harder and
faster at Sundissential too

How would you describe your particular
style of Hard House?  
My style of Hard House is a bit more boun-
cy and fun. It depends a lot on the crowd
and the event. I can play harder and more
instrumental if the crowd is into it

Where do you see the sound
going?  Will it ever gain serious
mainstream attention?
I think it will slow down a bit. It’s
gone about as hard and fast as it
can. It will probably incorporate
some trance elements and stay
housey at the same time. A few less
hoovers too. I don’t think it will go
mainstream because it’s too hard. Its
written for dance floors and until your
hear it in a club on a big system, you
won’t understand it. Once you do
hear it in that environment...You’re
HOOKED!!!!

Now that you’ve got a few tunes
under your belt, which do you like
better, DJing or producing?
I like both Djing and producing. I’ll
always DJ because I love seeing a
crowd go off to the music. I also
need that to understand what works
on a floor, so I can write better
tracks. Producing is a way of giving
back to the scene to keep it moving
ahead.

Any advice for the growing ranks
of Hard House DJs here in the
States?
Understand your records inside and
out. Have your skills ready when you
get a chance to play for a crowd. Pay

attention to your
dance floor and
enjoy
yourself...People
like to see that.
They don’t want to
see a DJ talking to
his friends and
smoking a ciga-
rette in between
records. Listen to a
DJ who knows
how to make a
floor go off.
Watching a DJ
doesn’t mean near
as much as listen-
ing to how he pro-
grams the set.

San Diego never
had it so good!  Let’s hope for their sake
that Jon Bishop feels the same way about
them and all will be right with the world.
Jon is a matchless talent and a hell of a guy.
Never miss an opportunity to check him out
whether he’s at home at Hedonism or at
Sundissential in the UK, you will defiantly go
home tired!
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When did you start DJing?
About 10 years ago I was a professional car
thief.  I remember waking up one day and
thinking “Hey, I love my work and all but I
need something more out of life”.   DJing just
seemed like the logical next step.  I’m glad I
made the switch but sometimes I miss all of
those new cars.

When did you start producing music
yourself?
I guess maybe 5 or 6 years ago.  Well, I
was working on material with Paul
Grogan at the time (we’re going to
be collaborating again sometime
soon which will cool) but you
never truly start to produce until
you get your own set-up.  That
happened for me a couple of
years ago.

What do you find the
most satisfying about
both producing and
DJing?
For me I’d have to say
that it’s the balance that
it affords you. Being
locked up in a studio
24/7 or living in clubs all
of the time can wear on
even the most die-hard
music lover.  Doing
both helps to keep
each half of the equa-
tion fresh.  It’s cool to
see how each side
influences the other
too.

You’re doing a mixed
CD for City of
Angels, was there a
main concept that
you were going for
when selecting the
tracks?
I wanted to include a
few tracks this time that
were a bit more on the
progressive tip. There’s
nothing in there that’s 
too deep or sleepy but it
was done more to give the
mix a logical progression
as opposed to just “Here’s
some bangin’ trance...
buckle up!”.

You also run your own label,
Crush, how has that been
going?
Things have been going well lately.
I never seem to be able to get the
release out as quickly as I’d care to
but that’ll be changing this year.  I’ve got

a few more singles lined up and ready to go
so the release schedule will be picking up
speed.  I’ve been really fortunate to be able
to get a good portion of the music licensed
as well which is so key to surviving in this
game.

Anything new on the horizon?  
Well, Joshua Ryan and I have a follow-up sin-
gle called “Redivider” that will be out in a
couple of months and I just finished a new
track called “What We Need”.  It’ll be on the

“Automatic” CD which is the City of
Angels mix that’s coming out at the

end of May.  I’m also working on a
full length album that will be

released on COA sometime next
year although I’m not sure of the
date yet.  Then there’s the web
design stuff... I’m addicted to
Flash 5 so I’m in the process
of setting up ‘dCent designs’
as an outlet for this.

Have you developed
cloning technology?  No
one person has the time
for all this.    
It might not be smart to
discuss this until the dust
on this debate settles a
little but I can tell you
that I’ve been working
very closely with an
international consortium
of scientists on a project
known as D3.  Please
don’t ask any more
questions on this topic...
I say this for your own
safety.

Do you have any
advice for the aspiring
DJ/artist/label owner?
Clone yourself now.
Clone yourself quickly.
Clone yourself often.
You’ll all thank me later. 

What do you think the
future of dance music is
going to be?
The way things are going, it
looks like the future will have

only one song. Everybody will
borrow, sample, rip-off and

copy from each other until
there’s just one large homoge-

nized piece of music.  DJ’s obvi-
ously won’t be needed at that

point so We’re trying (I mean I’m
trying... there’s only 1 of me honest!)

to plan a graceful exit before that 
happens.  You know, retire someplace  

nice and quiet like the moon.

DORAN...LA’s best kept secret...q/a & image by mike fix.
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Slick and Argento.
We just figured that it was a bit confusing
to have our record label called “GFS
Productions” and our joint production
name as “GFS.” We decided to split the
label in two two different sections to sep-
arate the various styles of Drum and Bass.
Slick Recordings was formed to embrace
the funkier, more organic vocal and hip-
hop elements, and Argento was based
more on the harder, darker, more aggres-
sive side of DnB. 

Fuck what they've heard - is the
"Jeckyl and Hyde" release the result
of a change of face of J Smooth?  Have
you undergone a digital rebirth of
sorts?
No. Not at all. I’ve lis-
tened to all different
forms of music while
growing up from jazz
, hiphop, rock, metal,
classical, old blues,
techno, industrial,
big band and many
others too. It’s just a
different side of my
interests that haven’t
been in the spotlight
on the dance floor or
heard as much by
the fans. I just like to
make music that
sounds good to me.

How has your
experience with
guitar playing and
the punk scene helped shape your
perspective on drum and bass?  Why
do you think your musical history
helps set you apart from the rest?
I can approach things a bit more musical-
ly so that helps me make tracks that can
capture a different sound than other pro-
ducers. Knowing a lot of music helps me
make different music than someone who
just listens to drum and bass.

What about the record's flip side,
"Z Chamber," and its use on MTV's
The Real World?  How did that come to
be?
It was played on MTV’s “Real World”
along with a few other tracks we have pro-
duced. The music editor had contacted
my agent Markus for some submissions of
new music to be showcased on the
soundtracks of the new episodes. That’s
when we sent them a CD of various tracks
that we were working onat the time. We’ve
been on everything from “TRL” to the
“Real World Road/Rules Challenge.” Our
song “Titanium” was even the theme song
for the MTV Sports and Music Festival. It’s
weird because I don’t really watch too
much MTV but any exposure is good for
our music.

Your new mix CD, "The Midnight
Mix Sessions Vol. 1," what was your
intended message with this mix? What
do you wish this CD construes to your
listening audience?
There wasn't really a message at all. I just
want people to enjoy the creativity and
get down and dance to the music. What
else would it be for? 

Do you have any tours planned for
the Summer?
I will be DJing a lot around the country
and also on some of the 611 Tour. We are
also planning a seven piece live act which
will contain music from the album. It will
be reproduced with all live instuments and
keyboards with no backing dats or com-

puter sequencing. It’s definite-
ly something to look forward
to.

How was WMC for you?
Do you foresee anything big
coming out of the confer-
ence for you and / or your
crew?
WMC was a really fun vaca-
tion. I’ve stopped looking at it
like a  business trip and more
like a time when I can hang
out with my friends from all
over the world, all in the same
place.

How do you feel about
the present state of drum
and bass? There's a saying
that 85% of music has been
done before, in this light,
what old aspects of drum

and bass do you see will be rehashed
in the near future (like the current use
of  old skool techno stabs and even
piano stabs)?
I don’t think DnB  has a predominant
sound right now and I think that’s good.
DJ’s sets are also a lot more diverse than
they were in years past. I don't think that
there should be a big new sound in DnB
but a bunch of different styles. Drum and
Bass is cool because you can add so
many different influences to it so it's
always changing. People  just need to be
a bit more open minded when they are
making music so it can progress.

How do you feel about the rela-
tionship between UK and American
drum and bass artists? 
It’s much better than it ever was. I think
the UK is finally giving respect to US pro-
ducers and DJ's. The music out of the US
is just as good as anything coming out of
the UK and more producers and DJ’s in
the UK are starting to realize this. There is
also a lot more collaborations between
the US and UK scenes. It’s becoming
more unified.





King Richards: a suitable name for a renowned DJ,
producer and successful entrepreneur. “King”
Richards perfectly describes what Nigel Richards is
becoming in the Electronic music scene today. A
name proclaimed long ago over the wires of univer-
sity dorms in Rochester, NY; where only a select
few could listen to Richards’ first sets being played
over the AM radio.  A name recognized among only
a few during a time that Richards only anticipated
his current throne of success. 

Today Richards’ store and record label, 611
Records, is a perpetually escalating icon in the
Electronic music scene.  Starting out as a quest for
good music in the Philly area and a passion for the
culture, Richards, decided to make 611 the element
where aspiring and eminent music aficionados
would turn to when seeking the latest in under-
ground beats. Receiving assistance from close
friends and now celebrated artists, Damian Higgins
(Dieselboy) and Josh Wink their mission was
accomplished with the opening of 611 Records in
August 5, 1993.

Although the store has not always glittered in
success, Richards has always kept the attitude of
“push it on them until they will listen”.  Subsiding
on five-dollar pizzas, Richards with the assistance
of his two friends, put every ounce of effort into this
dream.  Standing behind Richards to create the ulti-
mate vinyl environment, Wink and Smith even
worked in exchange for records, keeping the store
alive. Riding out the roller coaster of ups and
downs that 611 Records stumbled across, Richards
now has the entire Electronica community listening. 

611 Records, located at 611 S. 4th St. in Philly,
specializes in a full spectrum of music and equip-
ment to electronic music enthusiast across the
nation. Catering to the managerie of cohorts in the
dance music culture, 611 Records quickly gained a
reputation as being the leading local dealer and
one of the best retailers in America for underground
music, this reputation still stands strong today.  It
took more than just an Economics degree and a
Certificate in Marketing to get 611 to where it is
today.  Most of all, it took recognizing that support-
ers are the ones who will keep you alive. Richards
publicly acknowledged this long ago when throwing
parties called “Thank You Raves”. These were par-
ties in which he charged low door prices, paying for
the talent out of his own pocket, just to say thank
you to those who were there to support him and
the scene. 611 Records continues with this tradition
by having an annual sale in which all records in the
store are $1.99 (ok… maybe Marketing has a little
bit to do with this).

Richards and 611 Records quickly realized the
potential that the store embraced. Shortly after 611
Records became a stable production, Richards
took over the neighboring building, 612 S. 4th St.,
and named it 612 (keeping with his theme). 612,
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dedicated to the clothing line spawned by
Richards (available in France, Japan, LA,
Chicago, and Florida,) has a treasure box of a
basement in which rare and classic vinyl can
be reborn, each record only costing a whop-
ping $3.  In addition to the store, 611 added a
complimentary website (611records.com), pro-
viding a worldwide outlet for music and 611
Merchandise.  Launching the site has set 611
apart from most record stores across the
world, realizing that 611 has created an in-
demand product Richards’ I expanding the dot
com creating an online madness complete
with next day air shipping upon purchase.
Constantly remaining one step above the rest.

Among the chaotic life that Richards was
already living, he found time to start the
Record label 611. Starting off with a funky

house/techno sound, Richards released a
series of seven 10-inch records called the
“Philadelphia Acid Experiments”.  The under-
ground success of these releases set off an
explosion of success for Richards and the 611
label. Within the next 3 years, 611 Records
would spawn another two record labels dedi-
cated to Deep House and Drum and Bass
along with a CD label.

611 Records the label started out as
Richards’ DJing in his kitchen at age 13 on
two giant turntables with a stack of 45’s, but
we won’t go there.  Later, Richards took this
talent to an AM-only show at the University of
Rochester. The show broadcast through the
University wiring in which only a few dorms
received reception.  Richards and his best

friend Greg (sadly, a motorcycle accident has
since claimed his life) turned the show into a
session in which they made fun of fellow
swimmers and practiced their mixing skills.
Richards’ quotes: “It sounded like shoes in a
dryer…” Gaining momentum due to the spot-
light of his college buddies, Richards’ was
soon playing on the FM waves for the remain-
der of his college career, taking on the respon-
sibility of Program Director and Dance Music
Director for a year.  Learning more from this
experience than from any of his classes,
Richards was slowly beginning to realize that
he didn’t even like Economics, and that music
was his passion.  After graduation, Richards
traveled to Europe where he acquired his most
influential gig “7000 people and beautiful
Italian women dancing next to me, while I

thinking “I have never been to Europe
before…and I am getting paid to do this! THIS
WILL BE MY LIFE JOB!”; running home to tell
his mother that the Laundromat chain was out
of the question and his marketing degree was
all for not.  From there, Richards took every-
thing to the next level. 611 Records and
Richards took Philly by storm—aiming  to
become ‘Kings’ of the Philly dance music
scene. 

Richards began 611 Records with a funky
house/techno sound. Giving rise to the alias
‘Mr. Funky Shit’, a name in which Richards for-
merly made cameo appearances under
(dressed like a surfer dude); sometimes at the
same parties that ‘Nigel Richards’ was playing
at, although you would never draw a parallel

“We started from nothing, with hard
work and perseverance we have

come to where we are today, and this
is nowhere close to where we intend

on going.”



between the two.  Keeping with the theme of
the time, Richards’ put out a series on 611
vinyl called the “611 Funkyshit Series”. This
series was to become some of Richards’ most
revered series along with the “Philadelphia
Acid Experiments” and projects from Woody
McBride’s Communique label. After a slew of
successful singles and full length releases
including “Make love to me”, “Penetration”
and Want to Fahk” (Gee, wonder what inspires
him?) as well as licensed tracks to compila-
tions such as Carl Cox-Live at Crowbar, a
remix of Josh Wink’s “U R the One” and more
recently FUNK198 on Stickman, and Angel
Alanis on A squared, Richards realized the
potential of 611 Records. Always looking to
forge ahead, Richards signed a distribution
contract with Kinetic Records (Transport
series) in August of 2000 to support his non-
vinyl releases.  Releasing “Nigel Richards DJ
Mix”, his latest mixed CD dedicated the annual
“Whistle” event in Philly.  Along with
611’s already established “Six
Eleven DJ Mix Series”.  Infamous
Jungle DJ and long time friend to
Richards, Dieselboy Mixed volume 1
and volume2 were Richards’ first
full-length mixes (released in
September 1998). Soon to be
released will be Volume 3, mixed by
the celebrated Derrick Carter of
Chicago(May 2001).

Next came the sub-house leg of
the 611 label, Society Hill
Recordings, headed by Carl
Michaels’ releases nothing but
classy, quirky, deep house music. The first
release was the emotional siphon “Window
Pain” by Devon’s Rurals (UK) including remixes
by Philly’s own Pete Moss. “The record was a
slamming kickoff for the Society Hill label”.
The second release will be EDK’s “Pushin
Harder” with remixes by Solomon & Justin
Harris (aka The FREAKS). The third release
comes from Montreal’s Les Jardiniers, with
remixes by Derrick Carter, who needs no intro-
duction. Look for these releases soon.

Michaels plays a multi-faceted role in the
611 Record label. Along with running the
Society Hill Recordings label, Michaels
entrenches himself in the daily tasks of keep-
ing the 611 label and e-commerce spinning
smoothly. In addition, he handles the artists,
licensing and associated labels to the projects.
His most current venture was making Derrick
Carter’s new 611 CD “About Now” come to
life.  Michaels originally garnered Carter’s
attention with his 1999 release of
DiscoDubHouse on the 611 label. Though the
record labels and projects take a majority of

Michaels time, the biggest role that Michaels
plays in conjunction with 611 is that of com-
pleting his dream of “turning new people on to
house music”. If Society Hill, and 611 Records
weren’t enough to do this, you can catch
Michaels playing at parties across the nation.
Holding residencies at Shampoo for Smile
Thursdays (resident), and at the Silk City
Lounge where the “Philadelphia Experiment” is
held once a month by a group (PSC) that
Michaels partakes in. PSC (Phillysoulcollective)
is a four-man tag team that promises to pro-
vide a truly unique music experience. Visit
their website at phillysoulcollective.com.
Needless to say, Michaels more than con-
tributes to the stamina of 611 Records. 

Most recently, the launch of yet another
successful label under 611 has transpired: 611
DnB. Just released was the first track, which
was licensed to a Danny the WildChild CD.
The promos for 611 DnB 02 just arrived on

April 9, so there will be plenty
to look forward to from 611
DnB, as tracks with
Dieselboy, and J. Smooth
(GFS Productions) are already
in the works. 

There has also been talk
of a Trance label starting
under 611 as well. Although
Richards, preference isn’t
trance music, he refuses to
turn a blind eye to this genre
of music and talent that many
of his friends have acquired
(including Michael Meyers—

Local 13 Productions). Meyers currently has a
release on under the 611 label entitled “Prime
Mover”.

If all of this isn’t enough to make their
heads spin, the 611 crew kicked off a tour in
late March 2001. Featuring 611 artists, Nigel
Richards, Pee Moss, Woody McBride,
Dieselboy, J. Smooth, Carl Michaels, and
Michael Meyers.  Richards will be the featured
611 artist attending all events on tour, addi-
tional artists vary per date.

What’s in store for the 611 crew? “Take
everything to the level it should be…” Richards
plans on traveling and continuing to do what
he does best: “Rock out” (Richard’s favorite
term) the Electronic music scene and effect
peoples lives with positive music. Who knows,
maybe “King” Richards will hit up some more
A-lists (he was currently put on DJ Dan’s A-list
among Madonna, and Dan’s mom!) while sit-
ting on this glorious throne of success.  

Look for the 611 Tour coming your way (or
a sticker randomly on your car, courtesy of
Richards’ promoting techniques). 







Weaving their way chaotically through the record bins of your local record shop is
a new style of electronica. Sometimes these records are shuffled into the Jungle section, the
IDM section, the Hardcore section or the House section. Upon listening to these records, you
know something is quite different about the sound coming from the record and the genre it is
supposed to be associated with. It’s a little more raw, it doesn’t quite conform to the ‘DJ
Friendly’ formatting you have come to expect from your vinyl.  Oftentimes you end up buying
the record not knowing quite what you’ll end up doing with it. It’s just too interesting to ignore.
There is definite mystery that needs explained. The label, if it has one, doesn’t seem to help,
and questioning your local record store vinyl expert is often met with perplexed looks and
mumbling about some ragamuffin unloading a lot of these crazy records from Europe at the
shop the other day. If this situation has happened to you, then you just might have stumbled
into the weird, wacky world of Morph Beats.

Morph Beat is a style that doesn’t really have any hard fast rules. There are no
BPM limitations; some records are 120BPM, while some are 250BPM, sometimes on the
same record. There are no sound limitations; some tracks sound real gritty and noisy, while
some have birds chirping and silly samples. There is a lot of creative freedom in this genre,
and people are taking advantage of it. So what ties Morph Beats together? Where are they
from?  Who makes them?

Electronic dance music became segregated into various genres such as trance,
house, jungle, hardcore, etc. in the mid-1990’s. The underground electronic scene, most
notably in Europe, rebelled against this segregation for the simple reason that it restricts cre-
ativity if you must constantly conform to a constantly narrowing standard of expectations.
After all, it was your freewheeling bedroom DJs and producers that made the rave sound
what it is today.  Because the raves were becoming more commercial, there were fewer
places to play new music that did not conform to the pre-made expectations. To get the new
music out, people had to
throw parties that were gener-
ally cheap or free, and so
many of the music makers
would produce vinyl of their
records and sell them at these
events. Many labels were
associated with travelling
sound systems and they start-
ed trading these records with
other labels and sound sys-
tems, often from a number of
different countries, and taking
the records back home after
the event and selling them to
their local record shop. 

At first, these records were just trickling into the United States, but as the phe-
nomenon grows, it must be identified in some manner. So the situation arises where you must
“label” a music that rebels against classification and will quickly mutate anyway. Thus, the
term “Morph” was chosen, not only because it was a term that was always bandied about in
the underground scene, but also because it generically describes the process of ongoing
transformation. 

Morph labels to take notice of would be my own label, Deadly Systems, which was
one of the first United States morph labels. In Europe, we would have to mention Praxis
Records. Both labels are good starting points as they represent many of the popular sound
mutations over the last 7 years; the early catalog representing fast brutal dark hardcore-ish
sound, and later morphing into ‘broken beat’ techno, and noizy jungle breakcore, currently. Dj
Scud and Aphaisic’s Ambush Records, is a great label to look for all sorts of wild breakcore
of different speeds and flavors. In the quirky techno, and broken beat area, there is DJ
Controlled Weirdness’s Uneartlhy Records and Dan H. and Hekate Sound System’s frequent
imprints New Skin, Hex, and Brachage Records. Audio Illusion Recordings and Coven H. and
Zhark are solid trippy electro breaks (oftentimes). On the trancier side of things is the various
mysterious imprints often from France, such as Spiral Tribe associated records, Capsule
Core, and Explore Toi. For banging techno flavor and more of a dark banging hardcore sound,
maybe try Uncivilized World, Epitaph, and Epileptik. Want some spaced out dub at 6am for
your mud encrusted sound system? How about the Madness label, or some cuts from High
Tone?  

These label descriptions are just barely scratching the surface of great labes out
there, and there will be more to come, that’s for sure. As I said before, most of these labels
run the gamut of sounds so it’s hard to sum up their whole catalog with one generalized
description-you have to listen to them yourself! So, next time you are in your local record
shop, morph yourself out of the same old restrictive genres and into some crazy new sounds!
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Oi Oi to the Hardcore massive and welcome
to the second installment of Simon says. Lots of
things are going on this month, so I will get
straight to it. 

In the last column I talked about the Go mental
Nu energy tour touching down at Audiotistic in Los
Angeles and unfortunately as a lot of you know this
did not happen. The promoter cut all the Happy
Hardcore and Trancecore in favor of multiple rooms
with similar styles. Since Audiotistic dropped the
hardcore arena it just about caused the cancellation
of the entire Go Mental Nu Energy tour. However
thanks to the support of Jimmy the owner of Trenz
productions the tour still went ahead at all the other
advertised dates.
Hixxy’s Raver baby label made its debut this month
with the first release selling over 1100 copies in the
first week! Raver baby 2 will hit the streets this
week, which has the long awaited update of
“Wanting To Get High”. This update will send the
US sales through the roof, as the original was
made so popular from the first Happy 2B hardcore
compilation album. The flip side to Raver Baby 2
“Come together” is already an anthem in the U.K.
There will be a couple of month break until the
third and fourth Raver Baby’s are released as
Hixxy is on a 10-week world tour touching down
in the USA, Japan, New Zealand & Switzerland. 

Stompin Choons is back this month with
their first new release since 1999 and Fury is
about to release his first newly
written choon in over 2 fi years.
However Fury is not the only
oldskool producer making a
come back this month. Vibes
has also made a return this month with anoth-
er mix of Techno wonderland, although at the
moment it is only available in the U.K. Marc
Smith and Sharky are due to be working
together again over the next few weeks on
some ruff and tumble Hardcore. 

Robbie Long and Coyote have also been
tearing it up in the studio at the moment
with some innovative break beat hardcore
choons, which I have not heard in a long
time. Both of these producers are definitely
going to be a duo to watch out for over the
next year. Robbie Long & Coyote have
their Debut label “Thin & Crispy” currently
in the making with there first release’s
sure to hit the spot. 
Things have been very busy at resent
here in the SSU camp. We have spent
the past 6 weeks building our brand new
store that opened for business Monday
April 18, 2001. SSU 6 “Steamtrainz 2001”
topped with a nice dark number on the
flip should hit stores this month. Also
Mashed Up 3 the break beat mix of “Set
Free” & Mashed Up 4 “Smoke” are
scheduled for release next month.

That’s all the gossip for this month if
you would like more info on anything in
this column or if you have a juicy bit of
gossip worth a mention you can contact
me at Subsonic Underground 916-441-
2775 or drop me an E-mail at 
simonapex@aol.com
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Breeze & DNA 
TAKEN THE GROOVE
htse #4
Kickin’ off this new cut is a
wicked set of filtered break-
beats and uplifting synths
that break into a nice set of
ravey stabs and chunky kicks.
First breakdown shoots into a
beefy array of synths and
hoovers then the choon
jumps right back to the stabs
and kicks. Then next break-
down comes in nice and soft
with a clean vocal line and
synth line mixed with a piano
line to die for. The last little
breakdown comes in deep
with a tweaked out vocal
sample and a dark set of
breaks that wind down to a
chunky set of hoovers and
stabs that rock the dance
floor hard. The track comes
out of the madness with
some more chunky kicks and
claps which makes it easy to
mix. This one is sure to go off
large.

Robbie Long & Coyote
Awesome Control
htse #5
This banging remix of Crowd
Control kicks off with a basic
little break, a pounding kick, a
beefy bottom line, and broken
up version of that bad ass
Crowd Control stab line that
jolt into a teasing break beat
breakdown. The first break-
down builds up into a rushin
mid section and falls into the
second breakdown with a
nice stabby break beat. The
last break down is sweet as it
has a nice old skool style kick
and a bangin piano line that
jolt out with some ravey stabs
and an o’ so sweet solo piano
line. This is definitely a remix
that holds up to the original,
perfectly mixing old skool
style with new skool flava’.  

Robbie Long & Coyote 
Trauma
Havinit Large #1
I must say this new American
label brewed by SSU started
of right with this bangin’ hard
track. It kicks off with a hard
break beat and jumps out
with a screaming synth cut-
ting in and out with a wicked
Krs-One sample, some
tweaked out lead lines and a
deep base line. The first
breakdown comes in hard
with a wicked break beat,
deep bass line, and traumatic
line of samples. The break

jumps out into a chunky mid-
section complete with ravey
stabs, a beefy kick, and
choppy amens. The next
breakdown winds down into
sweet half speed break beat,
a nice little piano lick, and a
thick bass line. Like the sec-
ond breakdown last break
down winds the choon down
again and then bangs into the
outtake of the track with bass
so deep, “You’ll feel the vibra-
tions in Jamaica.” This is defi-
nitely a crowd pleaser to kick
off Havinit Large.

Scott Brown
Now is the time 2001
Evolution 50
The Evolution master himself
brings us the 2001 rendition
of his ever-classic choon,
with Evolution flava written all
over it. It hits hard with a very
recognizable stab line and
pounding kick drum. From
there it fades into a trancy bit
then a swift drop into a clas-
sic stabby breakdown with
the call ‘NOW IS THE TIME!”
The kick drum smashes in
and the stabs and lead lines
fly like crazy into the trancy
second breakdown. Then the
last wild and stabby break-
down filters in and has it large
until the end. A very well done
remix with 2 bonus mixes on
the flip, Hixxy & Trixxy’s 1997
remix and the original.

Interstate
Move Your Body
Evolution 51
This next new bit from evolu-
tion kicks off hard and trancy.
From there it goes into an
uplifting hands in the air
piano & strings breakdown
rushin’ up hard with a dra-
matic mid-section. Before the
final breakdown the mid-sec-
tion changes up swiftly with a
hard kick and teasing strings.
When the final break down
hits, the strings make you just
want to scream out an uplift-
ing cheer till the bangin kick
jumps in which will keep you
rockin and movin till the very
end of the mix. A nice selec-
tion to keep in your box! 

Dj Eclipse
Devastator Remix
Bonkers 5
Eclipse slams out another
bangin track for the hard hit-
tin trancecore label, Bonkers.
This slammin remix of
“Devastator”, which was orig-

inally done on the Nu-Energy
label kicks off hard with a
tweaked synth line, a chug-
gin’ bottom end, and a driving
kick. The first breakdown
slams in dark with a gritty
lead line and drives out into
the mid-section with raw
power. The second break
down creeps in Michael
Myers style keeping you on
your toes until the dark blend
of acid lines and stabby riffs
jumps into the outtake full
force. This acid filled, gritty
Halloween rip is definitely one
to pick up for the darker end
of your box.

DNA & Simon Apex
Steam Trainz 2001
SSU Recordings
This remix is definitely a
tough as nails full on CHOON!
Bangin out hard you can hear
the train come up fast to the
first breakdown jumpin about
with ravey stabs like Pac-man
on a pill-feast and chugs out
to the mid-section with a
chunky kick and slammin
breaks. The second break
down slows down a bit and
the stabby engine of the track
builds up into a bangin’ ride
with a sweet piano line that is
sure to make the crowd go
mental! As the train comes
into the last stop at Grand
Central it brings the atmos-
phere down just to speed up
the runaway steam engine
and explodes on the dance
floor. This is definitely a must
have choon straight from the
USA.

Hixxy & UFO 
Welcome 
Raver Baby #1
Hixxy’s new label pounds off
with a bouncy kick and and
hi-nrg lead and bottom lines
which welcomes you into an
uplifting string breakdown.
The mid-section rises up hard
and changes up into a little
trancy bit until it rises even
higher into an enchanting
wonderland of strings. The
strings pound out until the
end of the track with the sam-
ple “Welcome”. The flip is an
upbeat vocal number of  “It’s
alright Now” This is a definite
quality choon to have. 
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Welcome back to your
one stop for all things hardcore.
Those of you who were lucky
enough to pick up the inagural
issue of “Freebass” last month, a
ton of action has gone down in the
scene which we’ll get to in just a
bit. Now for you 1st time readers
out there, just sit back and enjoy
the trip. The mission here is simple,
enter the world of Hardkor and take
no prisoners.

As one of the oldest
forms of electronic music still being
performed on the rave circuit, hard-
core techno has over the last few
years spawned an ever increasing
number of variations of what today
is considered to be hardcore. The
development of these sub-genres
quickly lead to the birth of smaller
scences within the larger all
encompassing hardcore techno
scene. Events specializing in sub-
genres such as gabber, happy
hardcore, and rotterdam quickly
began appearing throughout the
globe. It became not uncommon to
have an event feature multi rooms
of various different kinds of hard-
core all under one roof. For exam-
ple, on one of my trips to Europe, I
attended an event that consisted of
5 different arenas of hardcore sub-
genres. Everything from old skool
to terror was given it’s own area
with it’s own set of dj’s and live
acts. Although this type of event is
still a rarity here in the states, pro-
moters such as Insomniac in L.A.
have already split apart the happy
hardcore and hardcore techno
rooms on more then one occasion.
Although this is good in the sense
that hardcore gets more arenas to
strut it’s stuff, it at the same time
draws boundries and sharp distinc-
tions within the hardcore scene as
a whole. Whether this is positive in
the long run or not is yet be seen,
one thing is however already a
given, hardcore techno is growing
in popularity by the day. If you unit-
ed and counted everyone who
loves hardcore techno in general,
which includes all the sub-genres
such as newstyle, rotterdam,
happy, old skool, etc..., you would
perhaps have one of the very
largest electronic music popula-
tions in the whole rave circuit. Our
sheer numbers are groosly under-
estimated by many event promot-
ers throughout the country.

Although states such
as California, New York, and
Arizona frequently host events that
feature hardcore, many other
states have simply been left out in
the cold. Some states such as
Florida and Louisiana for what ever
reason, seem to be anti hardcore.
The cause of this isolated negativi-
ty is simple, record stores refuse to
carry the music and promoters
refuse to book the dj’s, thus leaving
ravers in those isolated regions to

be totally oblivious to even the
existence of hardcore techno. We
can’t blame the ravers in those
areas for the lack of interest, it’s
not their fault that they have no
opportunity to experience this type
of music when they go raving. If the
kids in those regions just had even
a little taste of hardcore, they
would at least have the option to
make up their own minds about the
music. I think it’s so fucked up that
these ravers aren’t even given a
chance to experience hardcore
even once, and trust me, once is all
it takes for many people to get
hooked. Hardcore is like natural
drug, nothing in this world is quite
like it. It is so different from any-
thing else, that many people who
are in charge of those stores and
events are simply too scared to
take the chance to give hardcore a
try. They get stuck in a rut dealing
with music that they already know,
often at the expense of music
which they don’t know. To give a
personal spin on the issue, I want
to give an example of what I expe-
rience as I travel the states per-
forming hardcore. Every city that I
have ever travelled to and per-
formed at, I have had the opportu-
nity to return at least once. What
does this prove you may ask? It
proves that with hardcore techno, it
often only takes a single exposure
for many people to become life
long addicts. I guess you can call it
the heroin of the electronic music
industry, the most addictive sound
around after the first hit. It might be
something in the bass or perhaps
the synth lines, whatever it is, cities
that experience it once are never
the same. Speaking of cities losing
their virginity to hardcore, I recent-
ly made a pilgrimage to an isolated
outpost in the North American rave
scene which provided me with a
great opportunity to expose the
music to people who have never
heard it before. 

On Saint Patty’s day, I
traveled to West Port,
Massachusetts to play at what was
billed as a “day rave.” What hell is
the reasoning behind raving in the
day you may ask, well up there it’s
not out of choice but rather out of
necessity. Apparently the laws gov-
erning dancing and under age par-
tying during the evening hours are
a bit strict up in Mass.. It didn’t
take long for me after I arrived into
town to feel like  I was in the movie
“Footloose.” I was trying to beat
the law and bring music and dance
to the town’s inhabitants. Needless
to say enacting laws that prevent
people from freely gathering to
dance and celebrate life is in it’s
very concept, not only stupid, it is
defeating to the entire community.
Luckily Joey from Mass
Productions conceived a way to
circumvent the idiotic laws by

securing a venue for a day time
event. Once I arrived at the venue,
I could tell right away that no one
even cared what time it was out-
side. To them it could of been noon
or midnight, no one acted any dif-
ferently. I guess once inside with
the speaker stacks thumping and
light shows lighting, it was whatev-
er time you wanted it to be.  And let
me tell you, for an hour at least, it
was hardcore time! There’s nothing
like the expressions of people
when they first hear hardcore tech-
no on a big soundsystem. Judging
from the reactions, i’m sure it won’t
be the last time I get a chance to
shake that area up. 

I want to take this
opportunity to mention a new
monthly here in Los Angelas
named “Destiny” which reunited
Ron D. Core and myself for a spe-
cial event, namely to help
announce the upcomming release
of the latest volume in the “United
States of Hardcore” series. The
third installment which is schedu-
laed to be released by the time you
read this, is no doubt going to send
shivers throught the hardcore
scene. A good place to pick it up is
at www.beatnonstop.com,
www.drfreeclouds.com, or even
www.ultimaproductions.com. Don’t
forget to also check out
“Destiny”on the first friday of every
month, as they will no doubt hold
more special events at their shows
in the future. Speaking of the
future, i’m off to S.F. this upcom-
ming weekend for the big “Skills”
rave at the Bill Graham auditorium.
As with any “Skills” sponsored
event, I will for sure have some
great action to tell you about next
month. One of the many perks
about living in Cali is that the major
cities are not even that far apart
from each other. One short hour is
all it takes for one to travel from
L.A. to S.F.. Considering that my
height is nearly 6 and a half feet,
those short flights are without a
doubt my favorite. With the long
flights that are sometimes needed
to reach distant events, I often try
to get my mind off the pain in my
knees by reminising about the early
days of hardcore and how new and
exciting it was for me to experience
it all. 

The other week I was
thinking about all those great hard-
core record labels that disap-
peared off the circuit for no good
reason. For instance, I used to rock
the hell out of  Mokum, Jump, Knor,
Influence, and Master Maximum.
Now these once thriving labels are
missing for one reason or another.
Sometimes labels go under
because of bad management or
perhaps poor sales. Some of these
labels however I know went south
of the border because of politics.
The fuckin politics of our scene has
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literally stopped the music on more
then one occasion, and frankly i’m
sick of it. With the rapid changes
that our scene is constantly experi-
encing, I know it’s sometimes diffi-
cult to remain united in the face of
turbulation. However, we need to
stick together more now then ever
before, and that goes for everyone
involved, from the weekend warrior
ravers, to promoters, to dj’s, to
record labels. The many faces that
participate and support the hard-
core techno scene have to stand
strong together not against each
other. While some hardcore record
labels sucumb to the inevitable
pressures of the scene, others are
born in their wakes to continue the
crusade. 

In the last couple of
years, well over a dozen new
record labels have sprung up on
the circuit including just to name a
few, Aeon, Cenobite, Re-Fuse, and
Dutchbad. While these labels are in
a sence just beggining their mis-
sion, others are fast approaching
perhaps one of the biggest mile-
stones yet to be achieved by a
hardcore techno record label, hit-
ting one hundred releases. For
awhile it looked as if Mokum
Records was going to be the one to
do it first. Unfortunatly Mokum
went under just after it hit the 90’s,
thus leaving labels such as
Rotterdam and Industrial Strength
to race for the coveted acclaim of a
hundred releases. Healthy compe-
tition such as this is beneficial not
only for the labels, it is beneficial
for all the fans as well. If we sup-
port those who have been and con-
tinue to be contributors to the
music, we will all reap the rewards
when all those dope beats become
reality.    

Hopefully with mutual
respect and understanding
between all factions of hardcore,
we can as we have always wished,
be free to experience the beats that
we love without discrimination or ill
feelings from others. And for you
dj’s and promoters out there, you
need to try harder then anyone to
keep the peace and understanding
within the hardcore scene. Just
look at this way, once hardcore
techno is where it wants to be, then
we can turn on each other. Or bet-
ter yet, let’s just say we did and
actually not. Trust me, we’ll all be
better of for it in the end.    

Someone once said
that the first step to understanding
lies not within the spoken words
but in the space betwen them. I
think in a way this could also be
applied to music. One must look
beyond the finicky and unreliable
titles that categorize hardcore
techno and it’s many sub-genres.
Take the music for what it is and
disregard the confusing titles
which people impose on the music.

It really doesn’t matter what type of
hardcore you listen to and support,
afterall, when everything is said
and done, it’s all hardcore. 

HARDCORE 12”
REVIEWS

The Dark Twins feat. Profane
and Dr. Z-Vago
“Abstract Beating System”
Dutch Gabber Network /
Holland

A 5-tracker on this the 5th
release on DGN shows good
sound manipulation and program-
ming variation between the sides.
Side A is a nice mixture of the
high frequency synths with their
lower more bassy counterparts.
The o.g. “old man” sample of A2 is
great to have in your collection
even though the beats behind it
could use some reinforcement via
the mix. The flip side resembles
various MOH and RTC releases
with it’s use of processed speech
to make a low end bassy voice. 

-Knowitall

Wapper, The Ladykiller &
Delanoize
“Push the bass E.P.”
Dutchbad / Holland

4 tracks make up the second
release on this brand new label.
Side A is approximatly 180 bpm
and features a crunchy somewhat
distorted type of kick which is
supported by predominatly
“sharp” sounding synth lines. A1
implemets a “ladade” girl voice
which some will no doubt recog-
nize off previous releases on other
labels including one off “D-Boy” a
few years ago. Side B offers a
track which resembles a cross-
bread of sorts between trance and
hardcore. Works good when tran-
sitioning out of a trance set.

-Knowitall

Rotterdam Terror Corps
“Jetzt Geht’s Los & Fear
Remixes
Megarave / Holland

Distortion and MC Raw unite a
few friends to bust this 5-tracker
out with some interesting results.
3 of the tracks are different ver-
sions of the same song, which can
in turn be doubled up and re-
mixed via the tables. Track A1
after cleaning up some o.g. synth
lines from the past, intergrates
them with an aggressive sounding
voice which yells out the title in
Dutch. Track B1 on the other hand
opts for the english langauge in
dropping some rather tasteful pro-
fanity. For even more tasty profan-
ity check out the sleeve.

-Knowitall

Micropoint ‘Anesthesie
International’ Dead End
(DERLP02) France

This new double twelve inch
pack kicks some serious shit! DJ
Radium and Al. Core serve up
some killer hardcore tracks rang-
ing from dark bangin’ techno to
pounding hardcore mayhem. Many
different styles of hardcore tracks
to pick from, this record should
appeal to a wider hardcore audi-
ence, great drum programming
with solid compression on the kick
drums makes for a slammin’ treat.
11 tracks of the some of the finest
French hardcore out right now.

-Ron D. Core

DJ Radium ‘Vice Machine EP’
Psychik Genocide (PKG08)
France

Killer piece of wax here by the
one and only DJ Radium. Quality
hardcore shit, this record gets a
lot of play time in my hardcore
sets, I still play out a lot of the
older DJ Radium and Micropoint
tracks they still hold up with the
current crop of hardcore that’s
coming out these days. 4 tracks of
industrial hardcore seriousness,
pissed off and to the point this
one will set any sound system
ablaze. No mellow stuff going on
here just pure punishing hardcore.
The key track on this EP is
“Nervous Xs sounds like he used a
sample from an old 80’s band, I
can’t quite put my finger on it but
anyway it has some chick chanti-
ng and screaming Œ1,2,3,4 Œ you
get the picture. Strongly recom-
mended so don’t sleep on this
one.

-Ron D. Core

The Kamikaze Klub ‘V/A’
Peace Off (POFF003) France

Wow! What a fucking good
time this record is. Extreme bro-
ken beats with the hardest kick
drums around. 7 tracks in all on
this twelve inch tweaker featuring
Rotator, Kids Return, DJ Isaac (not
the gabber softie), Parasite, Slam
& Elecromeca. Don’t let the
amount of tracks on this record
lead you to believe the sound
quality isn’t, in fact the overall pro-
duction and loudness is amazing.
Killer drum sequencing and cool
noises mixed with sheer brutality.
This is the sound of machines get-
ting there revenge and then self
destructing. Check out the back
catalog on this label you won’t be
disappointed you’ll be glad you
destroyed your decks and melted
your speakers. 

-Ron D. Core



Summertime is renowned in the entertainment industry as the
prime time for big hits: blockbuster movies, world tours, extrava-
gant vacations, unforgettable massives, and, of course record
releases.   The year 2001 is certainly no exception, and as we head
full-bore into the annual sun-fest, a cornucopia of new tunes are
set to drop that will make the nights much hotter than the days...

Released on April 30th, Underfire Records presented the
Clockwork LP, which featured not only the long-awaited Stakka
and Skynet remix of Afrika Bambaataa’s “Planet Rock,” but also
boasted the Stakka and Skynet remix of Morcheeba’s “The Sea.”
Kemal and Rob Data’s (formerly known as Konflict) “Bios-Fear”
was also included in the LP.

Metalheadz are set to reclaim the throne with four bi-weekly
releases that may induce severe dehydration on the dance floor.
May 15th will serve the release of Marcus Intalex’s
“Universe/Loose Control” single.  On May 28th, Total Science’s
“Borderline/Jungle Jungle” single gets dropped.  June 11th will
see Future Cut’s “Obsession/Tear Out My Heart” single.  And,
for the grand finale, John B’s “Up All Night” will be released on
June 25th.  

Dance floor massive!  Kane and Brockie plan on releasing
a remix of Alpha Omega’s “Cherish” on Slow Motion
Records.  The jumpin-up duo have also unleashed two new web-
sites, for Undiluted Records and Sonic Art Recordings, respec-
tively: www.undiluted.co.uk and www.sonicartrecordings.co.uk.

Stateside, Vortex Recordings is really heating things up.
Following up on the success of UFO!s mix CD, “Maelstrom,” Hive
and the Vortex camp have a crop of wicked music that’s just itching
to be released.  Like Hive’s “The Raw Uncut” mix CD, featuring the
tracks “Futura,” “Ultrasonic Sound,” “Soul Power” (w/TC Izlam),
“The Raw Uncut,” and “Soundclash.”  Following the CD will be
“The Raw Uncut EP” (3x12” vinyl) which features many of the
tracks found on the CD, plus a Tech Itch remix that’s not available
on the CD.  Also, Vortex 008 presents the true altitude of DJ
Stratus, with the “Impact EP” (2x12” vinyl), featuring the tracks
“Live,” “This Is How,” “Kryptonite,” and “Break It Down.”

The enterprising NorCal label, Argon Records, also has some
serious business in store with Argon 003 “Here We Go/One Move”
by DJ Stratus, and Argon 004 “This One/Caged Aggression” by
Phonix.

Looking forward, the powers of Cerebral Integration (Origin,
Alder and Don) will only get stronger as New York producer/DJ Jo-
S develops a remix of the phenomenal “Simulacrum” track, one
can only guess how sick this tune will be.  Will CI remix a Jo-S
track? We’ll have to wait and see...

Shifting gears, local events in May offer some of the best
talent from around the world.  On May 11th, Databass
Session 04 presents Total Science as well as Mok, Rusta and
Hazen.  Also, Perfect Combination will drop knowledge at Sunday
nights’ Club Progress, no dates available at press time. 

Be sure to check out the June edition of Freebass for an exclusive interview
with  John B...

Please send news and updates to djw@freebass.tv

dj w

marcus intalex

dj hive

DJ W�s jungle column



Total Science
Yvonne Is On
Unreleased
Total Science is respected throughout the
world as the duo producing at the threshold of
drum and bass.  “Yvonne Is On” is just another
reason why.  As the track develops a deep,
smooth atmosphere, the beats push it forward,
sweetly melting atmospheric tones with pow-
erful drum programming.  Like many Total
Science productions, the track is laden with a
conundrum of sounds - like there’s a call and
response not among song structure, but
among individual samples.  Purely genious.
As the sexy female vocal promises, “I’ll be
with you!” the track breaks into a mellow
touchdown, before introducing the punchy
bassline that carries through the remainder of
the track.  No release dates available yet for
this one, but keep your eyes and ears open.

- Dave W

Tuned In LP
Various Artists
CIA Recordings / UK
Watch out for the much anticipated album
from CIA Recordings, the “Tuned In LP” featur-
ing Total Science, Marcus Intallex & S.T. Files,
Future Cut, Digital & Spirit and many more.
The album seems to be the result of studio
experimentation, as a few of the tracks are out
of the ordinary for their respective producers.
Due out in about a month, the Tuned In LP
promises to be a cornerstone release for the
summer time.  I have had a chance to spend
some time with a few of the tracks, and damn,
are they good.

- Dave W

Future Cut
Hideous Kinky/Tuned In LP
CIA Recordings
Future Cut takes the side road with this one,
displaying another side of his production.
Shedding the usual pounding beats for a mel-
low, sax and vocal laden track, a smooth roller
is spawned that will definitely get the juices
flowing when it’s make out time with yo girl.  “I
need it, I want it,” the vocals cry, as the whispy
atmospheres caress the background.  A solid
cut for the wee hours of the morning.

- Dave W

Marcus Intalex & S.T. Files
305/Tuned In LP
CIA Recordings
The Intalex steps out of his usual shoes to
throw down a smooth, dark roller that entices
with  progression.  A first listen may urge the
audience to want more, but this minimal track
is just that, and within the minimalism you
loose control: it’s supposed to make you want

more.  With a rollin’ wobbly bassline overtop a
pounding, dance floor beat, the track emerges
and plateaus.  Without a break down, a lead
‘laser-like’ sound easily accentuates the one
beat, which echoes nicely to create an ever-
changing call and responce with the bass.
Keep it simple, stupid. 

- Dave W

Digital & Spirit
K2/Tuned In LP
CIA Recordings
Anthem time.  Digital and Spirit deliver another
mash-up that would make even your grandma
raise a lighter a scream, “Rinse Out!”  Runnin
beats boost over low-end subs, remniscent of
Digital’s “Deadline.” As the track progresses,
congos are introduced, giving a natural, almost
jungle influence to this inherently techno
sound, a production trend that Digital seems
to have mastered.  All the while, the catch
melody stab hits sharply and cleanly, offering
piercing rhythms that switch up and down
beats in a classically aggressive pattern.  A
must have for the headstrong.

- Dave W

12� jungle/d�n�b reviews



Hard House & NRG…
The “Ne63w” Trance?

The last year or so, in more ways
than one, the banging beats of UK
Hard House and Nu-NRG seem to
be replacing trance as the sound to
be seen dancing to.  With more and
more press exposure and dj deck
time from just about everyone from
L.A. trance head, Christopher
Lawrence to UK “Super Jock”
Judge Jules.  The ubiquitous
“hoover” is poised to usurp
trance’s title as the dance floor
king.  The UK’s “Radio 1” picking
up Fergie, marks a huge leap for the genre.
Even prog trance stronghold Ibiza
is starting to get in on the action.
With last summers sonic land-
scape showing a markedly Hard
House flavor.  Didn’t we like that
whole underground thing?  What
the hell is going on here?!?

While the British dance press
was all too willing (if not prema-
turely) to crown the last year of the
millennium, the “Year of Hard
House”.  Is this anything more
than a mixed blessing?  Increased
press and high profile djs drop-
ping NRG will undoubtedly push
the sound harder and faster, but will it push it
farther? Already, NRG is starting to
get a cookie cutter feel to it.  Read
any batch of reviews, the ones in
here not withstanding, and you’ll
see a fair number of tunes being
described as formula based. Will it
follow in the foot steps of trance
and get watered down to unrecog-
nizable proportions or evolve and
maintain the edge that drew so
many of us when trance went
“pop”.  

If you feel that there is a certain
sound to a lot of records you’re
picking up, it may be due to the
lack of people with actual studio of
their own.  Several of the scene’s
heavy hitters mostly have P&D
deals with the major distributors
and they have their in-house engi-

neers do all the knob twiddling or the would-
be producers just rent studio time and an
engineer to push the buttons and interpret

their ideas.  But in an age of cheap
software and even cheaper computers,
the need for a studio is almost non-
existent.  A mid-range PC and a few
programs, and you are a dub plate
away from the next chart topper. And
the new up-and-comers are burning for
a shot to show the world that they can
hammer it out with the best of ‘em!  

So, maybe those of us that run
screaming the moment something
starts to get commercial would do bet-
ter to sit tight and give the sound a

chance to really innovate.  As of late I’ve seen
some fantastic tune come out that
challenge what things are “sup-
posed” to sound like.  Choci and
Mark Sinclair’s new tune on
Cannon, while still sampling from
tunes past, has a sound that is
hard to nail down.  I think that a
darker direction is on the way, as
well, similar to the broodier, darker,
more striped down tunes that
Dynamic Intervention has been
doing on Dip.  

Is there really any style of dance
that isn’t formula?  It has to fall
within a certain set of rules some-

where along the line, right?  Well, yes and no.
There are certain sounds and tem-
pos but the arrangements,
melodies and samples are full of
possibilities.  Trance seems to have
gotten so pretentious in its produc-
tion that its started to take it’s self
too seriously.  Almost in response
to that NRG and Hard House is
heading the other way the other
way.  Making music for what it’s
supposed to be for, dancing and
having fun.  

Will Hard House and NRG
replace trance altogether or force it
to evolve out of it’s cheesy depths
all the while forcing NRG to prove
it’s self even more as the sound of
things to come.  Only time will tell.
Keep rockin’!!

CHARGED!
UK Hard House/Nu-NRG
Column by DJ Ganesh

�

Send all Hard House/Nu-NRG promotional product to:
DJ Ganesh, Freebass, 6404 Wilshire Blvd #601, Los Angeles, CA  90048
e-mail: ganesh@freebass.tv

judge jules

ferge

dj ganesh



Choci & Mark Sinclair
What is Love?
Cannon [UK]
Don’t you just love it when one
of your all time favorite songs
gets the proper treatment in a
remix?  This “remix” of The
KLF’s seminal dance floor
stormer, “What Time is Love?”
from back in the day is one of
my faves at the moment.
Combining NRG and trance, it
uses all the elements of the orig-
inal tune and uses them well.  If
you haven’t heard the original,
you haven’t lived.  Check it!

-Ganesh

The Fallen Angel Remixes
I See You in My Dreams (Jon
Doe mix)
Little Girl (Lee James mix)
One Inch Records [UK]
Two very solid remixes of two of
the best One Inch records has to
offer  “I See You…” was original-
ly a pulsing minimal trancer and
the remix compliments that in
every way.  Sublime production
in the typical JD fashion.  “Little
Girl” is treated to a Hard House
makeover that is perfect for the
funkier sensibilities that may not
have gotten into the original’s
relentless pace. One Inch con-
tinues to innovate and challenge
the concepts of what makes up
NRG and Hard Trance.  

-Ganesh

Billy Daniel Bunter & Jon Doe
Feel So Good & Mind Games
UK Hard [UK]
Bunter drops the funk on his
newest release shuffles and
sassy vocals make for a very
tasty tune, indeed.  Fairly typical
but solid non the less.  The little
breakbeat tease before the
break, sets up the build nicely.
Good for just about anytime at
all.  Jon Doe’s contribution on
the flip is the kind of NRG
infused Trance that I just can’t
resist.  Plinky and haunting
synths and old skool break-
beats. Jon’s production, as
always, is beyond reproach. 

-Ganesh

Dean Facer
Just Because
Action Records [UK]
The A side of Action’s newest is
fairly run on the mill.  Mid range
bass notes and hoovers give
way to Susan Sarandon samples
and a breakbeat breakdown.
Not particularly innovative.  The
flip on the other hand…Hell yes!
Dark and rumbling and a lot
more interesting! The sample is

the same but the break is pure
pleasure.  Big glorious piano
chords just put a smile on your
face. The contrast on this one is
fantastic.  

-Ganesh

FBP Feat. Blondeman
Slip
Non-Stop Records [UK]
Nice one, this! Moving NRG with
that “da da dum, da da dum, b-
line and funky, fat guitars hinting
at what’s to come, even more
guitar action on the break.
Funky, fresh and irresistible.
For the flip, the guitars are back
then then give way to high-
speed hip hop vocals.  Boost the
levels at the pay off and it’s all
over! The kind of stuff that gets
‘em going, here in the City of
Angels!

-Ganesh

Chris C & Hurricane Tony
A New God & What’s Your
Name?
Aztec [UK]
The Aztec imprint continues it’s
fine tradition of trance-laden
NRG.   Hard, driving Hard House,
with a killer synth pattern
through break.  Building to a cli-
max that will fill trancier floors
with no problem.  Flip it for a
gem of a tune that gets them
moving every time I play it.
Building with the “Street
Knowledge” sample, the pro-
gression is excellent, dropping a
wicked scratch sample that sets
the track on fire! And of course
there’s the hoover…  -Ganesh

Naz & Mad Max
Hallowed Spot & What’s Your
Name?
Shock [UK]
More misplaced and random
vocal bits form Shock.  Again,
the production is there but the
over all arrangement is disap-
pointing. Noodle-y acid and
hoovers thrown in in the typical
fashion.  The flip I must admit to
playing if just for the comic
value. A striped down tune that
has the funniest breakdown I’ve
heard in a while.  Not everyone’s
cup of tea, to be sure.   

-Ganesh

Madam Zu 
Scared & Amun-Ra
Nile [UK]
Her Majesty, Madam Zu again
sorts it all out with her new 2
tracker from her newly acquired
label “Nile”.  “Scared” is pure
NRG!  Stabbing synths and
under laying vocals get you lath-

ered up for the absolutely gor-
geous breakdown; haunted,
ethereal vocals that send shivers
right the way down.  Amun-Ra is
a bit harder and just as innova-
tive and almost creepy!  The
Egyptian inspired elements are
fantastic. Her little piece of
Pyramyd must be rubbing off on
her!  

-Ganesh

Space Child
Getting on it & Terminated
Red Records [UK]
“Getting on it” is a nice mid
tempo NRG tune in that almost
progressive style that Red is
known for.  Defiantly, a label that
will be pushing NRG into the
mainstream.   Medium kicks and
good production make it very
playable for the more timid
floors.  Good for getting them
warmed up.  “Terminated” is the
harder, more pumping of the pair
with spacey new sounds and
metallic vocals.  Good for transi-
tions form hard to soft or vise
versa.  Not bad.  

-Ganesh

Chris C & Choci - Assassin
Madam Zu - Sorted by Number
What happens when, Mohawk
head, Chris C meets up with the
infamous Choci?  Well let’s
see…“Assassin” is classic Chris
C, top to bottom, no doubt.
Griding synths and cheeky
vocals abound. What contribu-
tion Choci made on this one is
difficult to determine.  Over all, a
solid tune nonetheless.   Madam
Zu’s effort seems a bit mellower
than her past outings.  Almost
verging on psy-trance. With all
the gated vocals and the arpeg
giated synth line.  Interesting,
not up to her usual banging self. 

-Ganesh

DJ Misjah & Tim
“Keep Your Love” Remixes
Disc 1
Epicentre
God damn, did I play the SHIT
out of this back in the day!  I
hope this keeps up, first
“Access”, then “Welcome to the
Club” and now this!  Can the
“Special Acid Edition”  EP be far
behind?  I hope not!  First off, is
the superlative original mix, then
master of the building break,
Paul “F1” King sorts it out with
care. Keeping a lot of the same
sounds intact, building and
building to epic proportions.
Hunt it down!  

-Ganesh

12” Hard House
Nu-NRG Reviews
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The trance-house hybrid remains in command of progressive music
in America.  The only thing that sucks about something so new and
unique is that everyone wants to get on the bandwagon – and we all
know what that means.  Great tracks become few and far between and
it isn’t as easy to find dope records.  That’s not entirely a bad
thing though.  At least that provides a challenge to pro-
ducers to put 100% effort into their work.  So that it is
not ordinary, so it isn’t like every other track out
there.   New twists and tweaks are required to con-
tinually keep the adoration of their listeners.

Many labels that were producing the initial
crossover tracks are still producing quality work,
and most are also producing an ample quantity.
The UK is definitely a mega-player in this depart-
ment.  The UK has more record labels than you can
count and they are pumping out kick ass progressive
tracks every week (except of course, the week after
Miami, when everyone had a headache so bad, Tylenol
made a shit ton of money and no one could fathom the idea
of studio time).  Sumsonic is on its 8th release and they are still as
strong as Sumsonic 001.  Their sub-label Mechanism is rumbling dance
floors everywhere with three fantastic releases and that’s just the tip of
the iceberg.  Not only are they all over the place with their own work,
they are remixing tracks on labels like Baroque.  If you haven’t had a
chance to check out their stuff, definitely head out to a record shop and
listen.  Labels like Rhythm Syndicate are hitting the tribal edge hard
with   tracks like Headstate ‘Feel the Vibe’ and Sub-Urbans ‘Feel your
Soul’.  Pied Piper is also putting out strong contenders for the progres-
sive sound.  Tempos are slowing down and bass lines are really
getting funky.

While the house-progressive hybrid is growing stronger
everyday, many producers are sticking to the more purist
sound.  Current releases from Platipus are straight up pro-
gressive, no house elements.  Hope is also remaining true
to original intention.  Distinctive Breaks, Music Now,
Pacifica, Steelfish, Fluid, Zazoo, Red n’Raw, and others are
keeping the progressive movement going without borrowing
from house or other genres.  

The recent changes in the Psychedelic sound are being main-
tained.  After the tempo was brought down a tad and producers started
normalizing the 32’s, the genre has stabilized.  Labels such as Flying
Rhino, Dragonfly, Spirit Zone, Spiral Trax, and Naja are on a strong tan-
gent.  The changes have solidified and the tracks coming out are really
well done.

As far as the US producers are concerned, there is some really nice
work coming out of Florida.  Labels like Fade, Inversus, Sunkissed,
Teknology, Caffeine, Stimuli, and MFDDAP are really maintaining their
places in the market.  Tracks are coming out right and left.  Other medi-
ums aren’t being ignored either, Fade’s Chris Fortier just
finished a CD for Planetary Consciousness, due out in
June.  American labels like Music Now are acquiring
the talents of artists like Austin Leeds, Noel Sanger,
and Oko Tek for upcoming releases.  Sunkissed’s
last imprint featured a remix by Andy Moor and
Innate.  Inversus is gracing their releases with
remixes by classic progressive artists like Funk
Function.  All kinds of progress is being made, and
for such an import-dominated genre, I’m stoked to
see so much quality work coming from the US.

The new progressive tribal house sound, whatever
you want to call it, is saturating the market right now.
What I’m looking forward to is the refinement that occurs
when there is too much of a good thing.  Increase in quantity usually
indicates a decrease in quality.  I’m stoked that there are a bunch of
labels out there that are working their asses off to keep the sound fresh
and moving forward.  I can’t wait ‘til next week when records roll in and
we see who’s keeping up the good work.



Fever
Running Late 
/ Distorted Horizon
Mechanism  (UK)
Running Late:  Much more pro-
gressive than previous
Mechanism releases, the drum
kit is dark and bleepy.  The track
builds tension nicely to the first
break, which is peppered with
dubby vocal stabs.  The low-mid
melody carries over from the
intro and builds with an old
school, broken down, acidy
drum kit.  More tribal percussive
elements deliver the track.  This
is a great tension builder and the
drum kit makes it very user
friendly.  Perfect for long mixes
and fun EQ sweeps and tricks.
Distorted Horizon:  A smooth
breakbeat top kit opens the
track to a straight  beat.  The
bassline is deep and funky.  Nice
crisp percussive elements and
tonal atmospheres frame mini-
mal housey elements on top.
Very deep, very groovy.  Could
very easily surface in a deep
house set.  Mid track the
bassline changes and the feel
turns more progressive.  The
change in the bassline ushers in
the break.  Soft and melancholy,
strange cries deliver the track
back in.  Very old school.  Right
on the money for the deep
melancholy progressive feel.
Nice breakdown with dubby
vocal samples.  Very DJ friendly.

-barbarella

POB
Luna
Platipus (UK)
Shifting aggressive bassline and
sexy vocal stabs.  A few old
school ëBush-esqueí percussive
elements give it loads of atti-
tude.  Soft tonal highs add a
gentle effect before filtered
down acid elements and hard
claps add tons of energy.  The
tonal highs return, this time in
the foreground of the track,
framing the vocal and underlin-
ing the shifting acid on top.  The
break retains the vocal and
some cool breakbeat highs.  The
beat returns strong underneath a
dark drum kit.  From here the
track breaks down slowly.
Perfect for long mixing.

-barbarella

Darko
Velocity / Quikfinn
Mechanism (UK)
Velocity:  Mechanism back again
with a dope tribal progressive
number.  The warm bouncing
drum kit is supported by a rich

bassline and is framed by weird
bleepy space sounds.  Filtered
chords sound almost like an
electric guitar twang.  Sporadic
atmospheric sweeping adds
speed and tension to the track.
Perfect mixing record.  The in
and the out are long and drum-
my, creating all kinds of space
for the DJ to show his/her stuff.  
Quikfinn:  This side feels much
more organic.  The drum kit
sounds like itís right out of the
Amazon.  The bassline comes in
element by element until it fills
out the whole track.   Deep
growling and filtered vocal stabs
preclude rusted out chimes and
an oscillating mid percussive
element.  The track empties into
a break of clicking highs and fil-
tered atmospheric sweeps.  It
rumbles back in with all ele-
ments present, voices whisper-
ing in the background.   The
breakdown is nice and long
retaining the vocal snippets and
bouncing bass elements.  Super
fun to mix.

-barbarella

Seconds Out
Twisted Logic 
/ Vanishing Point
Sumsonic (UK)
Vanishing Point:  Woo Hoo!  Get
yoí funk on!  Yee Haw!  Shake
that ass!  Tight drum kit and a
super deep bassline.  Makes you
want to get your groove on.
Definitely a dancefloor filler.
Claps, slaps, snares, and the
sliding percussion makes this
track so unique.  Chris Gainer is
taking the progressive house
hybrid and giving it some atti-
tude.  Toward the end of the
track, melodic elements give it a
little bit more of a progressive
feel, making it perfect for tough
transitions and a departure from
the norm.  Well done.  Iím going
to stick it right in the front of my
RECORD BAG, not bin, BAG,
you know, that thing I take to
shows with me!!!
Twisted Logic:  This one has
more of the typical Sleepfreaks
Sumsonic feel.  Not to insinuate
that it is any old track.  All kinds
of different elements are put
together, a complex drum kit, an
echoey filtered hum stabs in and
is laced with metallic claps and
percussive elements.  Could this
be any more slamming?  A per-
fect blend of new school and old
school techniques, this is sure to
keep any party hoppiní.

-barbarella

Sub-Urbans
Feel Your Soul
Rhythm Syndicate (UK)
I think Iím sensing a pattern
hereÖ More sick tribal from
Rhythm Syndicate.  There are lit-
tle dudes in loin cloths dancing
all aroundÖ Whatever goddess
they are worshipping has a little
vocal sampleÖ  She wants you
to ëFeel your soulí.  So, feel it.
This track has it going on.  Tight
snares and claps.  Stompy
bassline and soft atmospheric
sweeping.  All the elements of a
kick-ass tribal track.

-barbarella

Fred Numf vs. Five Point 0
Hong Kong Junkie ñ Mark
Shimmon vs. 3rd Degree
Tune Inn (UK)
Nice treatment of the original.  It
adds a little more energy and
uses the vocal nicely.  Much
more on the progressive tip.  The
melody line is echoey and is a
nice contrast from the clipped
sharp drum kit.  Atmospheric
sweeping adds tension and
snares on top add a sense of
speed and urgency to the track.
Good for getting to or coming
from the peak of your set.
Maintains its energy well.

-barbarella

Bedrock
Beautiful Strange
Bedrock (UK)
This label can do no wrong.  This
pack is a double disk and pick-
ing one is the worst part.  The
original is deep, minimal and
driving.  Elements sneak in and
sneak out.  The break has
dubbed out whispered vocal and
chimey metallic sounds.  Super
dope tension builder.  The
Moonface remix has a sharper,
crisper feel to it.  The elements
are more staccato and metered.
The drum kit is more hollow and
organic feeling.  The bassline is
much more house influenced.
The melody mid-track has a
pretty feel to it.  Much more on
the tribal tip.  Voyagers interpre-
tation is simply that.  Sweeping
atmospheres and shifting tones
usher in a pumping bassline and
trippy echoing elements.  Quality
that only Voyager can deliver.

-barbarella

12 Moons
Northern Star
Dragonfly (UK)
Classic 12 Moons with its rolling
psychedelic bassline.  Usually a
Flying Rhino imprint, they are
maintaining all of the grumbly,



crunchy elements.  A soft haunt-
ing melody floats above filtered
stabbing sythns and a rattling
drum kit.  Atmospheric sweeping
adds a melancholy feel.  A break
from the melody produces a
section of aggressive psyche-
delic drums and eerie highs.  As
it returns, additional soft highs
and a couple new percussive
elements add additional tension
and energy.  Barely audible fil-
tered vocals deliver the track to
the breakdown, and you can
hardly call it that.  The track car-
ries all the way to the end, mak-
ing it perfect for the DJ to keep
bringing the energy level up.
Totally sick.  Donít miss it.

-barbarella

Kristen Maunder
Avenida ñ Christian West
Remix
Steelfish (UK)
This track kicks ass.  Donít get
me wrong, I dig the tribal move-
ment, but someone has to be the
purist.  No house cross-over on
this baby.  The bassline is shift-
ing and underlies a stabbing mid
synth and a crisp drum kit.
Atmospheric layers are added,
creating tension and a sense of
urgency.  The break samples the
bassline, soft filtered vocal drift
through, and the mid synth
melody creeps back in.  Tonal
shifting and sweeping create an
ethereal feel without a hint of
cheese.  It gently delivers back
in and proceeds to build via per-
cussive elements.  It builds
slightly and proceeds to break
down from there.  Right on.
Donít skip this one.

-barbarella
Odysseus
Zero Gravity
Pied Piper (UK)
Pied Piper is definitely leaning
toward the tribal side of things.
Soft vocal clips keep it on the
progressive tip.  The bassline is
rolling and rich.  A soft high
melody floats in over an organic
drum kit.  This melody carries
through the break.  Percussive
elements creep back in and
deliver the track smoothly.
Close to the end of the track new
stabby mid synths are added
creating a really interesting
opportunity to the DJ to make a
long complex mix and have
everyone guessing whatís next.
Nice solid release from one of
my favorite labels.

-barbarella

Mark Wheawill
Angellís Kiss
Source of Gravity UK 
This label is definitely one to
look out for.  The fifth offering
from SOG has a dope sticky
bassline and warm rounded per-
cussive elements.  The highs
shimmer over the top and soft
filtered vocals float throughout.
The gentle melancholy theme
persists throughout the track
and gives it a warm, up-lifting
feel. The flip side is a more techy,
house style remix.  Definitely a
solid release from one of the
UKís best upcoming progressive
labels.

-barbarella

Junkie XL
B Y WHOP 2 THE Y 
Mostiko (Netherlands)

This track is on fire.  Classic
Junkie XL  The bassline is fil-
tered and twangy.  The drum kit
is tight and sharp.  Robot voices
and ray guns are scattered
throughout and build the energy
well.  The break takes the typical
Junkie XL left bringing in a total-
ly different theme.  It breaks
down into a melancholy legato
melody that echoes under slid-
ing atmospheres and filtered
vocal whispers.  The track slams
back in and breaks down from
there.  This one is definitely
going to be a hit.

-barbarella

Sleepfreaks
Crash / Distant Mellow
Sumsonic (UK)
Distant Mellow:  Ass kickiní
Sumsonic bassline!  Tight, trippy
drum kit and a grooviní bassline.
Sexy filtered vocals accent
grinding organ stabs and symbal
crashes.  The break has a locust
element in the back drop, which
creates tension and alleviates it
as the track rebuilds itself.
Classic Sleepfreaks tension and
construction.  Always well done,
this label is kickiní out quality
music left and right.  Iím stoked
that they are going to be in the
U.S. this summer for a tour.
Donít miss seeing them live.
Crash:  More tribal madness on
the logo side.  A little bit more on
the minimal tip.  Dope tribal ele-
ments.  Toward the end, a fil-
tered male vocal slides in and
takes the track into the breaks-
down.    Donít miss this one.  Itís
definitely hard to choose
between the two.

-barbarella

King of Spin
Something
Ronster UK
Once a Sumsonic affiliate,
Ronster consistently puts out
quality tracks.  The bassline
grooves hard under sliding mid
percussive elements and sweep-
ing eerie atmospheric tones.  A
quick break in the beginning
introduces filtered vocal snip-
pets and a minimal, stacatto,
mid synth melody.   A second
break brings all the elements
together.  What seems to be the
breakdown brings the focus
back to simple drum elements
and the shifting bassline.  A third
break occurs late in the track
and sets it up for a quick final
breakdown. Definitely a con-
tender for the tribal-progressive
feel.  

-barbarella
Mystre
Light of 1000 Angels /
Dancing Spirit
Frequency 8 (USA)
Contrary to popular belief,
Mystre has NOT retired.  In fact,
he just released his first solo
album.  Dancing Spirit is much
more on the epic tip with more
traditional build-ups and break-
downs.  Light of 1000 Angels is
more progressive in its construc-
tion.  This is a highly anticipated
release and the kids in San
Francisco go nuts over it.  This
track release flanks his CD
release ëMysteriumí, which
should be in stores by the time
this is magazine is on the street.

-barbarella and chris allen
Jaya
Excursion ñ Funk Function
Remix
Inversus Records (USA)
Thank God for Florida.  Dark,
driving and stompy, this track is
a methodical killah.  Tight drum
kit and aggressive sucking-stab-
bing-ray-gun sounds.  The
bassline is deep and throbbing.
Perfect soundtrack for taking
your space cruiser for a long fast
ride.  Atmospheric undertones
add tension and are spotted with
filtered down vocal stabs.  A
break toward the end of the
track introduces a single female
chant, which is the perfect
amount ñ not too much, not to
little.  The track delivers back in
and more percussive elements
are added as well as variation on
the acid slashes.  The energy is
held nicely.  It remains aggres-
sive but the vocal adds an ele-
ment that is perfect for a pro-
gressive set.

-barbarella
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